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Abstract
We propose a scenario in which Roper octet can mix with a putative antidecuplet of exotic
baryons and predict the properties of its strange members. We show that 1795 MeV < MΣ
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∼ 10 MeV and branching ratios for different decay modes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
At the end of 2002 Japanese collaboration LEPS at Spring-8 [1] and the bubble chamber
experiment DIANA at ITEP, Moscow [2], announced evidence of a strange baryon, called
Θ+, whose quantum numbers cannot be constructed from 3 quarks. This truly exotic
state: (uudds¯) has been anticipated already by the founders of the quark model, however
it was believed to be rather heavy (1800 – 1900 MeV) and wide. The excitement created
by the findings of LEPS and DIANA was due to the low mass of the putative Θ+, of
the order of 1530 MeV, and a very small width. Such properties, however, are natural
in chiral models where the antistrange quark is excited in form of a chiral field rather
than as a constituent quark. Early predictions of the Θ+ mass in different versions of the
chiral models were very close to the experimental numbers of LEPS and DIANA [3, 4],
and moreover the width, as estimated by Diakonov, Petrov and Polyakov in 1997, was
very small [5].
The discovery by LEPS and DIANA triggered both experimental and theoretical ac-
tivity in a somewhat extinct field of hadron spectroscopy. Present experimental situation
is, however, rather confusing. Many collaborations announced the existence of Θ+ in
different experimental setups, but the comparable number of searches ended with null re-
sult. Furthermore, dedicated high statistics runs with CLAS detector at CEBAF did not
show any signal of Θ+ contradicting previous findings of the same collaboration [6]. On
the other hand LEPS has confirmed its original result [7, 8]. Also high statistics analysis
by DIANA turned out to be positive [9]. We refer the reader to recent reviews of the
experimental situation [10–12]. For the purpose of the present study we assume that Θ+
exists with a mass equal 1540 MeV and total width Γ < 1 MeV.
One of the immediate consequences of a possible existence of Θ+ is the existence of the
whole SU(3) multiplet: 10 (see Fig.1). Indeed, NA49 experiment at CERN [13] announced
discovery of another exotic state, namely Ξ−−
10
(1860). Unfortunately the searches of Ξ10
by other groups have not confirmed the results of NA49.
Apart from truly exotic states that cannot be constructed from three quarks, antide-
cuplet contains cryptoexotic states that are primarily built from 5 quarks, however their
quantum numbers can be constructed from three quarks as well. These are nucleon-like
states (N10) and Σ−like states (Σ10) that are the subject of the present paper. The in-
terpretation of these states is not well understood: one may try to associate them with
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Figure 1: SUfl(3) weight diagrams for octet and antidecuplet. States that can mix lie on dashed
lines.
some known resonances, as it was done in the case of N10 in the original paper of Di-
akonov, Petrov and Polyakov for example [5], or one may postulate the existence of new,
yet undiscovered resonances with nucleon or Σ quantum numbers. In this paper we follow
the latter approach trying to predict the range of masses and widths for cryptoexotic Σ10
and also Ξ10 states.
In the Chiral Quark-Soliton model (χQSM) the spin-parity quantum numbers of the
antidecuplet members are unambiguously predicted to be JP = 1
2
+
[5], so that N10 and
Σ10 are predicted to be P11 resonances. One of the striking properties of N10 is that it can
be excited by an electromagnetic probe from the neutron target much stronger than from
the proton one [14]. The photoexcitation of charged isocomponent of N10 is possible only
due to SUfl(3) violation; therefore its suppression by a factor ∼ 1/10 in the amplitude is
expected.
The existence of a new nucleon resonance with the mass near ∼ 1700 MeV was sug-
gested in Refs. [15, 16]. The authors of Ref. [15] used the Gell-Mann–Okubo mass relations
in the presence of mixing, in order to predict the mass of this new nucleon resonance. As
an input for the Gell-Mann–Okubo mass formula the authors of Ref. [15] used the mass
of the Ξ−−
10
baryon reported by the NA49 collaboration [13]. In Ref. [16], in order to
constrain the mass of this possible new narrow N∗, the modified PWA of πN scattering
data was employed. It was found that the easiest way to accommodate a narrow N∗ is
to set its mass around 1680 MeV and quantum numbers to P11 (J
P = 1
2
+
). In the same
paper the width of the possible N∗ was analyzed in the framework of χQSM. It was found
that the width of new N∗ is in the range of tens of MeV with very small πN partial width
of ΓpiN ≤ 0.5 MeV [16]. One should stress that the decay to πN is not suppressed in
the SUfl(3) limit and it can be made small only if the symmetry violation is taken into
account. It follows that the preferred decay channels are ηN , π∆ and KΛ [5, 16–20].
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The search of the new nucleon has been performed in the η photoproduction on the
neutron at GRAAL [21, 22]. The narrow peak in the quasi-free neutron cross section
and in the ηn invariant mass spectrum has been observed. The original observation of
Refs. [21, 22] has been recently confirmed by two other groups: CBELSA/TAPS [24]
and LNS-Sendai [25]. All three experiments found an enhancement in the quasi-free
cross-section on the neutron. In addition, the GRAAL and CBELSA/TAPS groups have
observed a narrow peak in the ηn invariant mass spectrum at 1680 − 1685 MeV. The
corresponding data can be explained by existence of a new narrow resonance [26–28].
One should, however, stress that the part of above mentioned experimental results may
have a different interpretation that does not require to postulate a new narrow nucleon
resonance [29–31].
Further evidence for a new narrow nucleon resonance came from the analysis of the
Σ beam asymmetry in η photoproduction on the proton [23, 32–34]. In these papers
the narrow structure in the Σ beam asymmetry around invariant mass ∼ 1685 MeV has
been observed. That structure can be interpreted as the contribution of a narrow nucleon
resonance with the mass 1685 MeV, total width ≤ 25 MeV and the photocoupling to
the proton much smaller than to the neutron; the properties that are expected for the
nonstrange partner of Θ+[5, 14, 16–20]. The properties of possible new narrow nucleon
resonance that crystalized out recent experiments on η photoproduction are summarized
in Ref. [34]. Throughout this paper we shall assume that the new N(1685) nucleon
resonance exists with total width below 25 MeV.
One of the striking and to some extent counterintuitive properties of Θ+ is its small
width. In particular, DIANA [9] that has doubled the statistics of their formation ex-
periment K+n(Xe) → K0p as compared to the original result reported in Ref.[2], claims
MΘ = 1537 ± 2MeV and the width ΓΘ = 0.39 ± 0.10MeV (with possible systematic
uncertainties). The only other available formation experiment with the secondary kaon
beam at BELLE sets an upper limit ΓΘ < 0.64MeV (at a 90% confidence level) [35] which
is beyond the above value. Also the reanalysis of the old KN scattering data [36] shows
that there is room for the exotic resonance with a width below 1 MeV.
The small width implies that the coupling gΘNK is at least an order of magnitude
smaller than gpiNN ≈ 13. The small value of gΘNK appears naturally in a relativistic
field-theoretic approach to baryons, allowing for a consistent account for multi-quark
components in baryons; in particular in Refs. [37, 38] an upper bound ΓΘ ≈ 2MeV has
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been obtained without any parameter fixing. Recent calculation of the Θ+ width in χQSM
[20] also gave small width of 0.71 MeV. The width below 1 MeV also comes out from the
parameter-free QCD sum rules analysis [39].
In any case the small value of gΘNK is related to the small value of G10 reduced matrix
element that is responsible for the direct decay 10→ 8. Indeed
gΘNK = G10 + sinαH10 (1)
where α is the mixing angle between the nucleon-like states in octet and antidecuplet, and
H10 denotes the transition reduced matrix element 10 → 10 (see Tab. I for definitions).
For ordinary baryons we expect terms like sinαH10 (sinα being of the order of ms) to be
small in comparison with the leading term. For antidecuplet both terms G10 and sinαH10
are small and comparable in magnitude. They may add or cancel depending on the decay
channel (for Θ+ we have only two equal decay channels Θ+ → NK) violating completely
the SUfl(3) relations between the decay couplings. In this way one is able to explain the
suppression of πN decay channel in N10 decays mentioned above, and also the existence
of 10 → 10 transition that is forbidden in the SUfl(3) limit. We see therefore that in
the case of antidecuplet mixing is an important ingredient primarily to understand the
decays, but also the masses [15, 16, 18, 19, 40].
Unfortunately, at least at the first sight, there is large arbitrariness as far as mixing
angles and transition matrix elements are concerned. Here we shall try to constrain them
from the existing data. If the data are not available we shall make estimates based on
χQSM. We shall consider mixing of the ground state octet (81), the octet of the N(1440)
Roper resonance (82) and antidecuplet. In the SUfl(3) limit all states in the ground
state octet and in antidecuplet are separately degenerate in mass. When ms corrections
are switched on the masses split and take values given by Gell-Mann–Okubo (GMO)
mass formulae. At the same time the wave functions become mixtures of the original
representation (8 or 10) and all other allowed SUfl(3) representations that appear in the
tensor product 8⊗ 8 or 8⊗ 10. This introduces 8− 10 mixing for nucleon-like and Σ-like
states characterized by angle α (note that due to the accidental equality of the pertinent
SU(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients mixing angles between N - and Σ-like states are equal
in the leading order in ms). We assume that ground state octet GMO states correspond
to the physical states, which is true with 0.5% accuracy [15]. We assume next that
antidecuplet GMO states undergo further mixing with the Roper octet. For Roper octet
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Figure 2: Definition of mixing angles for nucleon-like states and Σ-like states. Full circles denote
physical states, open circles in the case of Roper octet and 10 correspond to the GMO states
that undergo further mixing with angle φ. Grey circles correspond to particles not considered in
the present paper.
GMO mass formulae work with much worse accuracy of approximately 3% [15], so there
is a need for additional mixing. Again both for N - and Σ-like states the mixing angle φ
is the same. This is depicted in Fig.2. Throughout this paper we take into account only
these two mixings which we generally believe to be small.
Our analysis is based on the following assumptions concerning antidecuplet. We assume
MΘ+ = 1540 MeV and ΓΘ+ < 1 MeV. We follow analysis of Refs. [23, 34] assuming that
N10 is a new resonance with mass 1685 MeV and total width ΓN10 < 25 MeV. We also
assume hierarchy of the branching ratios that is described in more detail in Sect. IV. With
these assumptions we are able to provide limits on the mixing angles both for the nucleon-
like and Σ-like states. We find a small region in the space of mixing angles where the
required properties of N10 are reproduced. For these allowed angles we calculate masses
of Σ10 and Ξ10 and their decay patterns.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next Section we discuss general formulae for
quantum mixing and define mixing angles and wave functions used throughout this paper.
In Sect.III we calculate the decay constants in the presence of mixing. We define reduced
matrix elements and discuss their hermiticity properties. Section IV contains numerical
results of our analysis. Finally in Sect.V we briefly summarize our results and present
conclusions.
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II. MASSES IN THE PRESENCE OF MIXING
A. Two state mixing
Before we discuss three state mixing, let us recall the formulae for two state mixing,
that can be found for example in Ref.[15]. Consider perturbation hamiltonian (M2 > M1,
V > 0) where V ∼ ms:
H ′ =

 M1 −V
−V M2

 . (2)
Here we have chosen "−" sign in front of V in order to be in agreement with the sign
dictated by the χQSM. Let us consider for the moment 10 − 8 mixing. In that case
hamiltonian (2) represents mixing between nucleon states or Σ states (with different
entries for each case). Exotic states Θ+ and Ξ10 remain unmixed. It is important to
note here that the SU(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are identical for N and Σ states and
therefore V is the same.
Introducing
δM =M2 −M1, ∆ =
√
δM2 + 4V 2 (3)
we get the following mass eigenvalues
Mphys1,2 =
1
2
(M1 +M2 ±∆) (4)
and eigenvectors
∣∣1phys〉 = |1〉 2V√
2∆(∆− δM) + |2〉
√
∆− δM
2∆
,
∣∣2phys〉 = |1〉 −2V√
2∆(∆ + δM)
+ |2〉
√
∆+ δM
2∆
. (5)
The mixing angle α 
 | 1phys 〉
| 2phys 〉

 =

 cosα sinα
− sinα cosα



 |1〉
|2〉

 (6)
is conveniently defined through the second equation (5)
tanα =
2V
∆+ δM
≃ V
δM
≃ V
M2 −M1
. (7)
The last approximation consists in approximating δM by the difference of the mean
multiplet masses in the spirit of the first order perturbation theory in ms. Then Eq.(5)
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implies
Mphys1 =
1
cos 2α
(
M1 cos
2 α−M2 sin2 α
)
,
Mphys2 =
1
cos 2α
(
M2 cos
2 α−M1 sin2 α
)
. (8)
B. Three state mixing
Let us consider three states belonging to ordinary octet – 81, "Roper" octet – 82 and
antidecuplet 10, with unperturbed masses satisfying
M81 < M82 < M10. (9)
The vector of nucleon-like (or Σ-like) states

|81〉
|82〉∣∣10〉

 (10)
is a subject of mixing by the orthogonal matrix
O =


cos θ sin θ 0
− sin θ cos θ 0
0 0 1




1 0 0
0 cosφ sinφ
0 − sin φ cosφ




cosα 0 sinα
0 1 0
− sinα 0 cosα

 . (11)
Throughout this paper we neglect Roper-ground octet mixing and set θ = 0. Angle α, as
in Sect. describes 10 − 81 mixing, angle φ is responsible for the mixing of Roper states
with already mixed 10, as depicted schematically in Fig.2.
Since we anticipate that the mixing will be not large, the physical states can be labeled
by the SU(3) representations so that:
∣∣∣8phys1
〉
= cosα |81〉+ sinα
∣∣10〉 ,∣∣∣8phys2
〉
= − sinφ sinα |81〉+ cosφ |82〉+ sinφ cosα
∣∣10〉 ,∣∣∣10phys〉 = − cosφ sinα |81〉 − sinφ |82〉+ cosφ cosα ∣∣10〉 , (12)
C. Phenomenology of mixing
The sequential mixing (11) allows to calculate physical masses by iterative application
of (8). After the first mixing of antidecuplet with the ground state octet, antidecuplet
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states satisfy Gell-Man–Okubo mass formulae (from now on particle names stand for their
masses):
N10 = Θ
+ + δ, Σ10 = Θ
+ + 2δ, Ξ10 = Θ
+ + 3δ. (13)
These states (N10 and Σ10 then mix further with the Roper octet.
M82 =M
phys
10
sin2 φ+Mphys82 cos
2 φ,
M10 =M
phys
10
cos2 φ+Mphys82 sin
2 φ. (14)
These formulae are valid both for nucleon- and sigma-like states. Since physical masses
of the nucleon-like states are known we can calculate bare N10 from (14)
N10 = N
phys
10
cos2 φ+Nphys82 sin
2 φ. (15)
Since we know Θ+ (which is not mixed) and N10 (from (15)) we can calculate δ and then
Ξphys
10
= Ξ10 (because Ξ10 is not mixed as well) and finally Σ
phys
10
from the last equation in
(14) since both Σphys82 and Σ10 (from (13)) are known:
Σphys
10
=
1
cos2 φ
(
2Nphys
10
cos2 φ+
(
2Nphys82 − Σphys82
)
sin2 φ−Θ+
)
, (16)
Ξphys
10
= 3
(
Nphys
10
cos2 φ+Nphys82 sin
2 φ
)
− 2Θ+. (17)
III. DECAYS IN THE PRESENCE OF MIXING
To calculate the decay width of baryon B1 → B2 + ϕ (where ϕ stands for the pseu-
doscalar meson) we shall use – following [5, 20] – the generalized Goldberger-Treiman
relation employed first by Witten, Adkins and Nappi in Ref.[41]:
ΓB1→B2ϕ =
g2B1B2ϕ
2π(M1 +M2)2
p3ϕ. (18)
Here M1 is the mass of the decaying baryon, M2 the mass of the decay product, pϕ meson
momentum given by:
pϕ =
√
(M21 − (M2 +mϕ)2)(M21 − (M2 −mϕ)2)
2M1
. (19)
The decay constant gB1B2ϕ stands for the matrix element of the tensor decay operator
O
(8)
ϕ :
gB1B2ϕ =
〈
Bphys2
∣∣∣O(8)ϕ
∣∣∣Bphys1
〉
. (20)
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Explicit form of the decay operator is known for example in χQSM [5]. Here we shall
simply assume, that O
(8)
ϕ transforms as a ϕ component of the octet and as spin 1. This,
together with the assumption that O
(8)
ϕ satisfies hermiticity condition will allow us to
express the relevant matrix elements between the unmixed states with the help of SUfl(3)
isoscalar factors and the reduced matrix elements. Below we list all matrix elements
needed in the present analysis. Decays to octet (ground state or Roper) are given by:
〈8, B2|O(8)ϕ
∣∣10, B1〉 = −

 8 8
ϕ B1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
10
B2

G10 (or GR10) ,
〈8, B2|O(8)ϕ |10, B1〉 =
√
2

 8 8
ϕ B1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
10
B2

G10 (or GR10) . (21)
Diagonal matrix elements are defined as follows:
〈
10, B2
∣∣O(8)ϕ ∣∣10, B1〉 = √2

 8 10
ϕ B1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
10
B2

H10,
〈8, B2|O(8)ϕ |8, B1〉 = 2

 8 8
ϕ B1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
81
B2

A+√20

 8 8
ϕ B1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
81
B2

B, (22)
with A,B → AR, BR when one of the octets is Roper. Note that transitions 8 → 10
are equal to 10 → 8 of (21) by the hermiticity requirement. For transitions 8 → 10 and
10 → 8 more care is needed since decuplet has spin 3/2; we shall comment upon this
later. Matrix elements used in this paper are displayed in Table I
In the case of pion-nucleon coupling and Roper decays we may safely neglect small
mixing corrections proportional to the sinuses of the mixing angles. With notation of
Table I we have:
gpiNN =
cos2 α√
3
(A− 3B), ε = F
D
= − A
3B
. (23)
Furthermore Roper decay constants read:
gRNpi = cosφ cosα(A
R − 3BR),
gRNη = − cosφ cosα(AR +BR). (24)
Since for the Roper octet ǫR ≈ 0.37 [19], which makes gRNη very small (note that the
tiny decay width of the Roper to Nη [42] results both from the smallness of the coupling
constant and of the phase space), we will assume in the following that
BR = −AR (25)
10
B1 → B2ϕ 〈8, B2|O(8)ϕ
∣∣10, B1〉 〈10, B2∣∣O(8)ϕ ∣∣10, B1〉 〈8, B2|O(8)ϕ |8, B1〉
Θ+ → NK G10 H10 −
N → Npi 12G10 12H10 A− 3B
Nη 12G10 −12H10 −A−B
KΛ −12G10 − A−B
KΣ 12G10 H10 A+ 3B
Σ→ NK 1√
6
G10 − 2√6H10 −
2√
6
(A+ 3B)
Ση 12G10 − 2B
Λpi −12G10 − 2B
Σpi 1√
6
G10
2√
6
H10
4√
6
A
ΞK − 1√
6
G10 − 2√6(A− 3B)
Ξ→ Xipi − 1√
2
G10 − −
ΣK 1√
2
G10 − 1√2H10 −
Table I: Matrix elements of the decay operator between SUfl(3) symmetry states.
which corresponds to
εR =
1
3
. (26)
For antidecuplet decays we keep mixing terms, since they are comparable in magnitude
to the primary decay constants. For Θ+ we get:
gθNK = cosαG10 + sinαH10. (27)
Since gθNK can be directly read off from Θ
+ decay width, it is convenient to express
the remaining decay constants through gθNK and gpiNN , ε and gRNpi. This leads to the
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following decay constants for N10:
gN10Npi =
1
2
cosφ cosα gθNK − cosφ tanα
√
3gpiNN − tanφ gRNpi
≃ 1
2
gθNK − sinα
√
3gpiNN − sinφ gRNpi,
gN10Nη =
1
2
cosφ cosα gθNK − 1
2
cos φ sin 2αH10 + cosφ tanα
3ε− 1
1 + ε
gpiNN√
3
≃ 1
2
gθNK − sinαH10 + sinα
3ε− 1
1 + ε
gpiNN√
3
. (28)
Approximate equalities in Eq.(28) correspond to the small mixing angle limit
(cos(angle) = 1).
Apart from physical decay constants mentioned above, gN10Nη depends additionally on
H10 that canceled in the expression for gN10Npi. This is a priori, apart from the mixing
angles, new free parameter that cannot be constrained from the data. In what follows we
shall estimate H10 using model calculations within the framework of χQSM.
Decay constant to ΛK reads
gN
10
ΛK = −1
2
cosφgθNK +
1
2
cosφ sinαH10
− 1
2
tanφ
cosα
gRNpi − cosφ tanα
cosα
3ε+ 1
1 + ε
gpiNN√
3
≃ −1
2
(
gθNK − sinαH10 + sinφgRNpi + sinα
3ε+ 1
1 + ε
2gpiNN√
3
)
. (29)
In the SUfl(3) limit antidecuplet states cannot decay to decuplet. However, in the
presence of mixing such decays are possible:
gN10∆pi = −2 cosφ tanα g∆Npi − tanφ gR∆pi
≃ −2 sinα g∆Npi − sinφ gR∆pi (30)
where we have introduced new decay constant gR∆pi describing Roper decay to ∆π. Here
a remark concerning factor 2 in front of g∆Npi in Eq.(30) is in order. Factor 2 implies
gN∆pi = 2g∆Npi. (31)
This relation follows from the fact, that the decay operator transforms as an octet in
SUfl(3) but has also spin 1, since the decays considered here occur in P -wave. While
calculating the width we average over initial spin and isospin and sum over the final state.
In the case of ∆ decay initial spin and isospin are 3/2 and averaging of amplitude A∆→Npi
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gives 〈
A2∆→Npi
〉
=
1
2S∆ + 1
1
2T∆ + 1
∑
S∆z ,S
N
z
∑
Tz ,T∆z ,T
N
z
A2 =
1
16
∑
S∆z ,S
N
z
∑
Tz,T∆z ,T
N
z
A2, (32)
where A is the reduced amplitude. When calculating transition N → ∆π which appears
due to the mixing N10−N81 we have, due to hermiticity, the same amplitude A, however
averaging is different:
〈
A2N→∆pi
〉
=
1
2SN + 1
1
2TN + 1
∑
S∆z ,S
N
z
∑
Tz ,T∆z ,T
N
z
A2 =
1
4
∑
S∆z ,S
N
z
∑
Tz ,T∆z ,T
N
z
A2. (33)
Hence √
〈A2N→∆pi〉 = 2
√
〈A2∆→Npi〉 (34)
which is effectively (up to the overall phase) the same as (31).
Decay constant for Σ10 to nucleon reads as follows:
gΣ
10
NK =
1√
6
(
cosφ cosα gθNK − 3
2
cosφ sin 2αH10
− tanφ gRNpi − cosφ tanα1− ε
1 + ε
2
√
3gpiNN
)
≃ 1√
6
(
gθNK − 3 sinαH10 − sinφgRNpi − sinα
1− ε
1 + ε
2
√
3gpiNN
)
. (35)
Decays to Σ take the following form:
gΣ10Σpi =
1√
6
(
cosφ cosα gθNK +
1
2
cosϑ cos φ sin 2αH10
− tanφ gRNpi − cos φ tanα 4ε
1 + ε
√
3gpiNN
)
≃ 1√
6
(
gθNK + sinαH10 − sin φgRNpi − sinα
4ε
1 + ε
√
3gpiNN
)
(36)
gΣ10Ση =
1
2
(
cosφ cosα gθNK − 1
2
cosφ sin 2αH10
+ tanφ gRNpi + cosφ tanα
4
1 + ε
gpiNN√
3
)
≃ 1
2
(
gθNK − sinαH10 + sin φ gRNpi + sinα
4
1 + ε
gpiNN√
3
)
. (37)
Decay to Λ is given by
gΣ10Λpi =
1
2
(
− cosφ gθNK + cosφ sinαH10
+
tanφ
cosα
gRNpi +
cosφ tanα
cosα
4ε
1 + ε
√
3gpiNN
)
≃ −1
2
(
gθNK − sinαH10 − sin φ gRNpi − sinα
4ε
1 + ε
√
3gpiNN
)
. (38)
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Finally for the decays to decuplet we have:
gΣ10Σ∗pi = −
1√
6
gN10∆pi,
gΣ10∆pi =
√
2
3
gN10∆pi. (39)
IV. WHERE ARE AND WHAT ARE PROPERTIES OF STRANGE PARTICLES
IN ANTIDECUPLET
In order to get some numerical insight into Eqs.(28) let us recall the results of χQSM
G10 =
√
3
5
GχQSM
10
, H10 =
√
3
4
HχQSM
10
(40)
in notation of Ref.[17]. Taking fits to decays without mixing we get
G10 ∼ 1.3, H10 ∼ −6.9. (41)
In the present work we completely eliminate G10 through Eq.(27), however H10 reappears
in other decay constants. Therefore in the following we shall choose H10 = −7, however
we also checked other values, namely −5 and −9. Note that even if we know some decay
constant – such as gpiNN – from experiment, we still have freedom in choosing the relative
phase with which it enters Eqs.(27)–(30). Some of these phases can be absorbed to the
sign of the mixing angles, the other ones have to be chosen arbitrarily. For example taking
gpiNN > 0 we can absorb the relative phase into the sign of α (see Eq.(27)). Therefore
the sign of H10 cannot be absorbed into redefinition of α. Choosing negative H10 we
have followed the sign dictated by the χQSM, therefore we have to check sensitivity of
our predictions for H10 > 0. We find that in this case the results are not compatible
with experimentally acceptable pattern of decay widths. Similarly the phase of gRNpi
can be absorbed into the sign of angle φ, therefore the relative phase between g∆Npi and
gR∆pi is not fixed (see Eq.(30)). In what follows we assume that both g∆Npi and gR∆pi are
positive and show that for negative phase we again get results that ar not compatible
with experiment.
Throughout this paper we assume the following values for the parameters entering
decay constants:
gpiNN = 13.21, ε = 0.56, ε
R =
1
3
(42)
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Figure 3: Partial widths an branching ratio for N10 decays into: Npi – long dash (red), Nη –
short dash (blue), ΛK – dash-dot (dark green), ∆pi – dash-dot-dot (purple) and total width –
solid (black) as functions of angle α for fixed φ: φ = 0 – upper plots, φ = −0.1 – lower plots.
For all plots H10 = −7.
and the following decay widths for ∆ and Roper [42]:
Γ∆→Npi = 120 MeV, ΓR→Npi = 152.1 MeV, ΓR→∆pi = 58.5 MeV (43)
In Figs. 3 and 4 we plot partial decay widths and branching ratios for N10 decays
as functions of mixing angles α and φ. Total width has been calculated by adding all
partial widths plus 10% for unaccounted three body decays. First of all let us observe
that without mixing the dominant decay mode πN has branching ratio of 66%, next is
ηN with branching ratio 20% and finally KΛ – 4%. Decays to decuplet are forbidden.
This decay pattern contradicts experiment (provided we want to interpret N(1685) which
decays predominantly to ηN , as a cryptoexotic member of antidecuplet). However, the
branching ratios and decay widths change rather rapidly when mixing is included. We
can see from Figs. 3 and 4 that for positive α and negative φ there exist regions where
the decay to ηN is dominant and the total width is relatively large. In order to find the
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Figure 4: Same as Fig. 3 but as functions of angle φ for fixed α: α = 0 – upper plots, α = +0.1
– lower plots.
preferable region in (α, φ) plane we impose the following requirements [16, 23, 34]:
Γ(N10 → πN) < 0.5 MeV,
Br(N10 → ηN) > 0.2,
5 MeV < Γtot(N10) < 25 MeV (44)
and plot pertinent contours in Fig.5. The allowed region defined in Eq.(44) should lie
between the two continuous (black) ellipses corresponding to the allowed range of the
total width, inside the outer dashed blue ellipse corresponding to Br(N10 → ηN) = 0.2,
and between two solid (red) lines where Γ(N10 → πN) < 5 MeV. We see that there is a
rather narrow strip of allowed angles concentrated in the vicinity of the point α ≈ 0.11
and φ ≈ −0.2. In Fig. 5 we also plot the dotted (orange) line inside the allowed region
given by the equation
φ(α) = 0.0508− 2.207α, 0.079 < α < 0.159. (45)
In the following figures we plot various quantities along the line (45), i.e. for mixing
angles inside the allowed region, indicating the limits on angle α by vertical thin lines.
First in Fig. 6 we show partial decay widths and branching ratios of N10. We see that
indeed the decay to πN is strongly suppressed, however another channel, namely the
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Figure 5: Contour plot corresponding to the conditions (44). We also plot an orange dotted line
inside the allowed region of mixing angles along which we later plot partial decays widths and
branching ratios.
decay to π∆, starts to dominate for larger mixing angles. In any case decays to decuplet
are large (remember they are forbidden if there is no mixing) and this prediction provides
a stringent test of our model.
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Figure 6: Partial widths an branching ratio for N10 decays into: Npi – long dash (red), Nη –
short dash (blue), ΛK – dash-dot (dark green), ∆pi – dash-dot-dot (purple) and total width –
solid (black) plotted along the line (45). For all plots H10 = −7.
Next we come to the predictions for Σ10 and also for Ξ10. In Fig. 7 we plot masses
of antidecuplet states as functions of φ. Solid lines correspond to the physical masses.
Since we take Θ+ and N10 as input they do not depend on mixing angle. Dashed lines
correspond to GMO states before mixing. We see that
1795MeV < MΣ10 < 1830 MeV, (46)
1900MeV < MΞ10 < 1970 MeV (47)
within the allowed limits of Fig. 5 (not only at the endpoints of the line (45)).
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Figure 7: Masses of antidecuplet states as functions of angle φ. Solid lines correspond to the
physical masses, whereas dashed lines to the GMO masses before mixing with Roper octet. Note
that for Θ+ and Ξ10 GMO states and physical states coincide.
mode Γmin[MeV] Γmax[MeV]
KN 5.50 15.27
piΛ 1.70 4.40
K∆ 0.09 2.57
piΣ 0.01 1.74
piΣ∗ 0.05 1.95
ηΣ 0.22 0.50
total 9.7 26.9
Table II: Range of decay widths of Σ10 in the region of allowed mixing angles.
Finally in Fig. 8 we plot partial widths for the decays of Σ10. We see two dominating
decay modes: Σ10 → KN and πΛ. In the right panel we magnify the scale to distinguish
between the remaining decays. In Fig. 9 we plot the pertinent branching ratios. In Table
II we give the range of widths within the allowed limits of Fig. 5 (not only along the line
(45)).
Finally we also plot in Fig.10 partial decay widths for the two allowed decays modes
of Ξ10.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper we have examined mixing scenario in which the crypts-exotic
antidecuplet states mix with the respective states in the ground state octet and in the
Roper octet. This scenario is motivated by recent experimental results on new narrow
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Figure 8: Partial widths for Σ10 decays into: NK – double dash dot (brown), Λpi – dash dot
(dark green), Σpi – long dash (red), ∆K – double dash dot (purple), Ση – short dash (blue), Σ∗pi
– dash-dot-dot (pink) and total width – solid (black) plotted along the line (45). For all plots
H10 = −7. On right panel we present the enlargement of the left plot in order to distinguish
different decay modes that are below 1.2 MeV
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Figure 9: Branching ratios for decays of Σ10. All lines as in Fig. 8.
nucleon resonance N(1685). Its small decay width Γ < 25 MeV and the fact that n(1685)
(neutron-like state) undergoes photoexcitation in η meson production and p(1685) does
not, is easily explained if these states are interpreted as members of antidecuplet. However
N(1685) seems to have very small coupling to the πN channel and comparatively large
one to ηN channel in contradiction to pure SUfl(3) predictions for these decays. Since
Roper resonance has very small partial width to ηN one can adjust its mixing angle with
N(1685) to suppress πN coupling not affecting the ηN one. We have shown that there
exists a small, but stable against variation of the unknown couplings, region in the space
of mixing angles where such mechanism is effectively working. Our main result concerning
the strange members of antidecuplet is based on the observation that Σ-like states have
the same mixing angles as the nucleonic states and on the fact that Ξ10 does not mix
neither with Roper octet nor with the ground state octet. This allows us to constrain
masses of these states and their decay patterns.
Before we discuss our results in more detail we want to stress that the mass limits
given in Eqs.(46,47) and the decay widths summarized in Tab. II should be considered as
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Figure 10: Partial widths for Ξ10 decays into: Npi – long dash (red), and total width – solid
(black) plotted along the line (45). For all plots H10 = −7.
the qualitative ones. Variations of Roper decay constants within the experimental limits
and Roper ǫR parameter would enlarge limits derived in this paper. Also our discussion
concerning H10 parameter was only qualitative.
We predict that Σ10 has a mass around 1815 MeV within the limits of Eq.(46). There
are no known Σ resonances in this energy range [42]. Total width of Σ10 does not exceed
30 MeV but is also constrained from below being larger that 10 MeV. Note that we
have calculated total widths by adding all partial widths and 10% for unaccounted three
body decays. Most prominent decay channels are KN and πΛ with branching ratios
approximately 60% and 20% respectively. Due to the mixing SUfl(3) forbidden decays to
decuplet are possible, but small, at the level of 5 to 9%.
The simplest way to detect Σ10 is its formation in K
−p scattering with the kaon beam
of plab ∼ 1 GeV. The corresponding resonance cross section is about 5 millibarn. Note,
however, that the non-resonantK−p cross-section in this energy region is tens of millibarn.
That requires high statistics experiment and detailed partial wave analysis. Additionally,
the small width of predicted Σ10 demands high energy resolution of the kaon beam.
Σ10 can be produced in the photoproduction experiments, e.g. in γ + p → Σ10 + KS,
note however that according to simple estimate based on the U-spin the corresponding
production cross section is about three times smaller than the analogous γ+p→ Θ++KS
cross section, i.e. very small. One can reveal the small signal of the γ + p→ Σ10+KS →
p + KL + KS processes using its interference with much stronger amplitude of γ + p →
φ + p → p + KL + KS [43]. Details of possible ways to see Σ10 in various processes we
shall give elsewhere [44].
From (47) we see that MΞ10 is larger than 1900 MeV. The latter estimate is in dis-
agreement with the result of NA49 [13]. There is one known three star resonance in
20
the energy range (47), namely Ξ(1950) of unknown spin and parity [42]. However it has
isospin I = 1/2 and therefore it cannot belong to 10. Indeed in Ref.[19] Ξ(1950) has been
attributed to the same octet as N(1710).
Our results are based on, to some extent arbitrary, assignment of the relative signs of
two reduced matrix elements defining decay constants: H10 and gR∆pi. We have fixed H10
to be negative (H10 ∼ −7) in agreement with χQSM and gR∆pi to be positive (gR∆pi ∼ 30).
In Fig.11 we show contour plots corresponding to (44) with these phases inverted. We
see that there is no common stable intersection region in the space of mixing angles
for H10 > 0 or/and gR∆pi < 0. In fact there is small allowed spot for H10 = −7 and
gR∆pi = −30, but it is unstable for small variations of these values or conditions (44).
Finally, in the same figure we present contour plot for large width of Θ+ where also no
allowed region of mixing angles exists.
To conclude: we have proposed a scenario in which Roper octet can mix with putative
antidecuplet of exotic baryons and predicted the properties of its strange members Σ10
and Ξ10. We hope that these estimates will be helpful in eventual experimental searches.
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Figure 11: Contour plots as in Fig.5 for three unconstraint phases taking values different than
in the main analysis, and for the standard phases but for large decay width of Θ+.
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